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Abstract

Objectives: An Australian access economics report (2009) estimated the lifetime cost of care is 5.0 million for a person whom suffers paraplegia and 9.5 million for quadriplegia, and costs/year are approximately $90,000. Hilton (2018) on drones at sporting venues discusses their potential to revolutionize injury surveillance monitoring via expert exposure gained for recording, investigation, tracking and monitoring of sporting injuries. Hilton (2018) reviewed rugby union and league Australian spinal cord injury datasets, finding more incident cases in the union then league [1].

Methods/Analysis: Wikipedia reports 20 professional rugby union and 26 rugby league playing fields in Australia. The Australian Institute of Health and Welfare document; Australian sports injury hospitalizations 2011–12 report just under 8 000 head and neck injuries requiring hospitalization related to rugby-related sports “35 neck fractures and 348 head fractures”. Brisbane’s leading drone aerial photography service “Droneworxs” according to previous enquiries by the author charge $650/hour to monitor a sporting event. A crude drone implementation cost estimate, hypothetically is to utilize this device across 46 professional clubs X 52 weeks one hour/week = $1,554,800. A basic hypothetical mathematical cost benefit comparison was performed. Findings: Droneworxs cost divided by healthcare costs/case/year ($90,000) = 17 so if these injuries are prevented then cost equivalence is reached figurately speaking, then cost benefits accrue. Novelty/Improvement: Drones are not overly expensive compared to spinal cord injury costs. The occasional presence of aerial cameras at sporting venues may also deter repeated foul play, in the same way that webcam cameras deter potential thieves.
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1. Introduction

Hilton (2018) studied on moving aerial cameras at sporting venues and whether they have the potential to revolutionize injury surveillance monitoring [1]. These devices have the capacity to produce expert exposure for the purposes of recording, investigation, tracking, and monitoring of sporting injuries.

Unmanned aerial vehicles, also referred to as drones, or flying robots, are controlled from the ground via a remote control or via an onboard computer allowing communication. There is a long history of their usage, which includes being used for military purposes such as peacekeeping or surveillance, agriculture, aerial drops, commercial usage, scientific purposes, data collection, research, surveying, policing, smuggling, rescues, and recreational usage such as aerial photography or drone racing. There is scope for drones to be further potentially utilized in a greater capacity in terms of monitoring sporting events not only to film, but for this film exposure to be further utilized for the purposes of studying causal and precipitating factors associated with injury, for surveillance, and for recording a log of sporting injuries.
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Injury surveillance is important for not only providing epidemiological information, but to protect an athlete’s health, and for monitoring time trend changes in the frequency and events surrounding injury occurrences. There are countless examples of injury surveillance and tracking databases. Various example include; the National Collegiate Athletic Association Injury Surveillance Program and High School Reporting Information Online with this publication reporting on the first decade of data collection [2], the sport’s injury registry of the University Hospital of Lausanne, Switzerland where there were over 3114 recorded reports [3], a 15 year Level I trauma department registry [4], and a 10 year (2005-2015) Victorian database of sport and recreation injuries resulting in major trauma or death [5].

The potential and possibility for more elaborate injury analysis systems may develop and appear in the future due to the emerging use of moving aerial cameras (drones). The Winter Olympics in Sochi (2014) utilized drones for filming ski and snowboarding events and the Atlantic times states that drones are the future of sports broadcasting [6]. Skydio launched a smart, autonomous camera drone (RL) in February 2018 [7], a camera that can maneuver, track and avoid obstacles while also filming. As an example, this camera hence can film a mountain biker while they weave in and out of a forest, dodging trees, and other obstacles.

The computer systems, algorithms and technology that enable coordination, programming and operation of these complex devices is becoming more sophisticated and state of the art. Various authors have delved into the complexities and detail of programming and set up. Khan et al. [8] studied on aerial camera networks for observing moving targets. The algorithms described by this author, allow cooperative motion planning of these aerial cameras in three-dimensional environments to detect and watch numerous targets moving on the ground and at varying elevations. The quality of view is maximized by organizing the zoom, resolution and field of view, making sure that cameras don’t collide and allowing them to share the workload of assignment locations. Yadav et al. [9] present a simple, economical and less time-consuming solution using an object tracking algorithm implemented via an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. The images are obtained from the drone while the moving ground object is detected by colour segmentation techniques. Open Source Computer Vision libraries process the images controlled by an environment created using Robot Operating System (ROS).

Hernandez-Hernandez (2017) worked on how to keep a moving target within the field of view of a Drone’s onboard camera via stochastic estimation. They discuss how there is increasing use of drones to capture video in scenarios that also include sports. They describe how the images are combined with a stochastic estimator of the target states, based on the Unscented Kalman Filter. They validate the system comparing results with human pilots with improved statistical results (96.6% compared with 83.3%). This means that aerial moving cameras potentially can be utilized where the target is kept within the field of view, so that would include sports [10].

Tanaka et al. (2018) explains the real-time image processing framework with an aerial overhead camera for sports [11]. They describe a drone unit with an infrared camera and a small PC for real-time image processing, including surface and object detection. Novel infrared markers are used for robust detection of the four corners of a rectangle and the objects within. They describe how this can be used for an interactive sports coaching application whereby an overhead drone camera unit films a large playing field.

Various sporting events have utilised moving aerial cameras as has been previously mentioned, but in addition the X Games which is an annual extreme sports event and the Norseman Triathlon which is conducted annually have produced some epic race videos using drone technology [12].

Film currently obtained for sports broadcasting coverage, potentially can be utilized for enhanced viewing and image capture of sporting accidents and injuries. Potentially the film can be zoomed in on, re-wound, re-played and paused, in order to enhance the analysis of injury events. Historically expert witness reports were obtained but these can lack credibility due to poor memory, lack of observation, incorrect interpretation or poor visibility due to being at a significant distance from the action point. Video capture has the ability to overcome some of these obstacles, with the capacity to create an expert eyewitness account.

1.2. Rugby Union and Rugby League – An Example

Hilton (2009) and (2018) studied on a look at the past and future expectations [13, 14]. The reviews identified Australian datasets that reported on catastrophic Spinal Cord Injuries (SCI) in Rugby Union (RU) and Rugby League (RL) that were identified from claims data, Australian SCI register data and spinal unit data. The odds ratios or rate ratios as reported in the researches were collated and tabulated so that comparisons between studies were easily viewed with the ratio being considered that of (RU/RL). There are six publications were identified and the ratio ranged from 1.3 to 4.0 with more incident cases of SCI in RU compared to RL, which is a higher rate in RU as compared to RL.

The yearly incremental costs and cumulative lifetime costs of caring for a person whom has sustained a SCI are truly exorbitant. In addition to these excessive costs, is the fact that insurance cover is often insufficient to cover the high cost of care. Estimates from Yeo in the late 1990s as presented by Berry et al. (2006) on SCI in RU and RL, give
an approximation being the lifetime cost of care for a person with paraplegia as $1 million, and that this increases to a staggering $5 million for a person with tetraplegia [15]. A more recent report, gives alarmingly higher dollar amounts. This Australian access economics report (2009) estimated the lifetime cost of care is 5.0 million for a person whom suffers paraplegia and 9.5 million for a person whom sustains quadriplegia, and costs/year are approximately $90,000 for a person whom sustains a spinal cord injury [16].

2. Methods

Hilton (2019) presented a crude cost benefit analysis, which is purely hypothetical based on very fuzzy figures and theoretical scenarios [17]. According to Wikipedia, the number of professional RU and RL playing fields within Australia is estimated to be RU [20] and RL [26] and NRL club venues and occasional venues [18, 19].

Droneworxs is one of Brisbane’s leading drone aerial photography services [20]. Prior to submission of the abstract to the APACPH conference, Hilton enquired about the hire cost from Droneworxs and was informed that hire cost was at that time $650/hour to monitor a sporting event. As mentioned, this is a hypothetical mathematical example utilizing this cost estimate figure. This is not a real-life scenario that has been carried out, tested, trialed nor implemented. It is purely a hypothetical example and these costs may have also increased since this initial enquiry was done.

The Australian Institute of Health & Welfare document entitled; Australian sports injury hospitalizations 2011–12 report just under 800 head and neck injuries requiring hospitalization related to rugby-related sports [21]. More specifically this included 35 neck fractures and 348 head fractures. This information is for reference only and not included in the calculations but gives the reader an idea about the frequency of fractures relating to that body region. The total cost equates to multiplying the number of cases x cost of care / case.

To crudely estimate the cost of implementation of a drone, the hypothetical example is to utilize this device across the 46 professional clubs x 52 weeks one hour /week and this equates to = $1,554,800.

3. Results and Discussion

Droneworxs cost ($1,554,800) divided by healthcare costs/case/year (cost of caring for a person with paraplegia) ($90,000) equates to 17 so if this number of injuries are prevented then cost equivalence is reached in broad general terminology figurately speaking, after which cost benefits accrue.

There are approximately double this number of neck fractures occurring in rugby related sports / year according to the official document mentioned above. These injuries can occur on professional or amateur playing fields. The cost to implement a drone on every playing field would be exorbitant and it is not feasible to calculate as not all amateur playing fields would have the infrastructure or ability to allow and set this equipment up. Hence the cost of the drone as specified is an estimate only. Given these injuries may occur on amateur playing fields also, the cost benefit equation given above is very theoretical and in practical terms could be highly inaccurate.

As previously stated, this is an extremely fuzzy logic using a hypothetical analysis/comparison based on scant information which lacks some major details. Hence there are significant flaws in assumption as will be mentioned in the discussion.

The major stumbling block with this crude estimation of costs and possible savings is that this hypothetical scenario fails to consider that SCI do not only occur on professional playing fields so that to only monitor professional playing fields is a somewhat false argument in terms of prevention likelihood in that junior sporting clubs, local ovals and school play grounds can also be places where serious accidents and injuries may take place.

It is impossible to weed out where and when each accident occurs and hence the costs of monitoring with a drone for that specific playing field is difficult to quantify with any degree of accuracy. The hypothetical example is purely given using professional playing fields as an input variable as in fact drone usage at these venues maybe more likely and more feasible to implement as camera footage is currently collected for other purposes. Set up at amateur venues is not as technically feasible as the infrastructure is not normally in place for static cameras so the obstacles are somewhat greater in foreseeing costs which become almost impossible to compute.

Static cameras & go pro filming is used worldwide and is currently in place for monitoring; rugby league matches, Norwegian male professional football, football, world cup alpine skiing, freestyle ski cross, snowboarding, cyclists, lacrosse, and boxing. Future plans for moving aerial cameras must consider current rules and regulations that relate to these static cameras and go pros [1].

Drones have also been used to film Formula One races, the X Games, the AMA Supercross Series, football, surfing, snowboarding, skateboarding, soccer, and cricket [22]. The National football league have CableCam systems which is a computer-controlled and cable-suspended camera system that maneuverers over the playing field.
No studies were located on the cost benefits of moving aerial cameras for monitoring sports when Pubmed, PEDro or a general yahoo search was done using search terms; ‘moving aerial cameras AND sports’. However, in the SUAS news that discusses the use of cablecam devices, they state that despite this apparatus having good reliability, they take a long time to set up and are expensive. They contrast this with drones, that are easier to set up, and are far more affordable. While no costs and benefits are detailed in dollar figures whether this be real dollars or estimations, they do state that broadly overall drones are more cost effective. Aviation Pros, in a report entitled; Airport benefits of drone technology [23], they mention cost benefit considerations in relation to drones at airports. While this is not drones for monitoring sports events, they state that while the cost of purchase of a drone maybe a fairly steep price point, in that this can range from $1,500 to $20,000 it should also be considered in comparison to renting a helicopter with a drone onboard, which may vary from $630-800/hour for a Robinson R44 while a Bell JetRanger is $1000 for 40 minutes.

Filming for viewer satisfaction, or live streaming of sports already occurs and if the primary purpose is for viewer satisfaction, then documents and agreements would need to be formalized before a third party has access to the film if it was for an alternative purpose such as analyzing injury mechanisms, that may include re-playing, re-watching, pausing and viewing film in slow motion. These legal and ethical considerations are considerable but necessary before alternative usage of film is allowed. These formalities also involve resources, planning, costs and management.

In addition to sports grounds giving consent for alternative usage of the film obtained that was primarily for sports coverage, there are other regulations that may prevent or delay usage of drones. Currently in America, the Federal Aviation Administration, have rules that mean even despite drones being able to take interesting photographs from unique vantage points, the rules mean that it is difficult to deploy drones in stadiums, arenas, and other venues [22]. However, some football and baseball teams have utilized drones to gather footage to analyze hand placement, foot placement, and spacing between players, for tactical analysis, training and feedback purposes. Again, while a formal cost benefit analysis has not been performed to quantify in detail dollar savings, these clubs view drones as a cost-efficient and practical alternative to cable cams.

In addition to these formal agreements, the computer system and technical requirements are challenging, in terms of the necessary hardware, software and system requirements which require expert computer system advice and management. Functionality and versatility are other considerations of any computer or technical set up. In addition to the drone or camera cost there maybe other technical requirements for downloading, saving and distributing film images. Difficulties that potentially maybe encountered with technology can include over usage and over expenditure. Costs incurred are also often passed onto the consumers which in this case maybe the spectators, resulting in higher ticket prices and for some people that means sporting events at venues become prohibitive due to cost and hence some members of the public will oppose introduction of drones for this reason.

Moving aerial cameras have complexities related to the computer system requirements not apparent with static cameras or go pros. Natalizio et al. (2013) discussed the complexities of the parameters included in algorithms that are necessary to program fleets of drones [24]. Dynamic vehicle routing plans are formulated. Drones are required to film the point of action, requiring the minimum distance of travel by the drone. The nearest neighbor technique requires the closest flying robot to be deployed. Flying robots can also constantly detect the ball and its location, while also being able to estimate ball trajectories. Ball movement interception is one term that encompasses the fact that drones can be programmed to know the point of previous action, and where the next expected action will take place. Preparing these algorithms is complex, with various parameters requiring input into the complex equation.

The legalities also must consider privacy, air space and these legal considerations are complex, costly and challenging. Schneider discusses the disturbing imposition and threat to privacy that may result from drones [25]. Participants may refuse or retaliate against being filmed, while others maybe happy for recordings to be made so hence setting up systems and implementation of plans poses challenges and potential obstacles. In addition, any consideration of the usage of drones must also adhere to current guidelines and protocols. One such document that must be followed is that of the Australian Government Civil Aviation Safety Authority whom publishes drone rules related to safe flying, distance from objects, people, airports and when a person can fly a drone (Australian Government Civil Aviation Safety Authority 2020) [26].

Droneworxs cost was used for the hypothetical mathematical example given, but other companies with this cutting-edge technology also exist. Falkor Systems [27], use innovative object tracking technology to film ski jumps (half pipe) and BASE (Building, Antenna, Span, and Earth Jump) as examples. The cameras allow up close shots, with camera angles unimaginable otherwise.

Squadrone systems has a camera equipped drone that can capture aerial images of a person participating in events such as skiing or snowboarding, made possible through embedded intelligence and mobile apps. The Hexo+ is a self-flying camera, being a product of this modern technology that incorporates smart phone usage, data fusion and complex algorithms [28].
4. Conclusion

The logistics of setting up operational moving aerial cameras though are complex and many costs need to be factored into the equation. Administrative, legal, management, technology and other infrastructure costs are additional costs to just the drone cost. All parties need to agree on an implementation process and that can become quite complex, along with this being a lengthy convoluted task having all interested persons agree, whether it be managers of sporting clubs, local councils, aviation authorities, spectators, players, sports coaches and officials. Feasibility studies would need to be trialed on a small scale initially to assess benefits and costs. It is also not feasible to install drones at every amateur playing field. While no previous study has looked at specific costs and benefits in terms of injury prevention, several reports make mention that drones are less costly then cablecam apparatus in terms of implementation.

Drones are not overly expensive compared to SCI costs. The occasional presence of aerial cameras at sporting venues may also deter repeated foul play. Not dissimilar in a way that webcams deter intruders, even the presence of false cameras at venues may deter breaching of rugby code rules should a player suspect they are being filmed. Clubs, venues, organizations and authorities may consider that cost of not only the drone, but the admin, legal, technical and unforeseen costs are too high. If you or a member of your family is the person such that footage enables a player to be charged for breach of the rules, then no cost is too extreme or too high. People pay a high price if it means protecting a loved one.
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